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Fig. 2. Computer enhanced stereo pair-micrographs of longitudinal views of plasmodesmata, a and b A plasmodesma between phloem 
parenchyma cells of importing tissue. The parallel short lines indicate striations of particles of the desmotubule (Dt) and the inner leaflet of 
the plasma membrane (IPM). The outer leaflet of the plasma membrane (OPM) stains much more lightly than the inner leaflet. CW Ceil 
wall; Cyt cytoplasm. HPF. Tilt angles: a, + 10~ b, + 8 ~ Bar: 18nm. e and d A plasmodesma between a phloem parenchyma cell and a 
bundle sheath cell from importing tissue. The desmotubule (Dt) exhibits clear striations of particles which are indicated by short parallel 
lines. The inner leaflet of the plasma membrane (IPM) is much thicker than the outer leaflet (OPM). Note the presence of a central cavity 
(CC) and the unchanged two ends of plasmodesma that form the neck region (NR). Spoke-like extensions (EX) are present between the 
desmotubule and the plasma membrane in the central cavity. CW Cell wall. HPF. Tilt angles: c, - 6~ d, - 10 ~ Bar: lgnm 

Fig, 4, Longitudinal and transverse views of plasmodesmata showing 
connections between components of plasmodesmata, a A computer- 
enhanced longitudinal view of the central cavity region of a plas- 
modesma, in which numerous spoke-like extensions (arrowheads) 
are present between the desmotubule (Dr) and the inner leaflet of 
the plasma membrane (1PM). Note the striated appearance of the 
desmotubule. Note also that the extensions seem to extend from 
desmotubule particles to plasma membrane particles, From phloem 
parenehyma cells after PJF. Bar: 13 nm. b A transverse view of a 
plasmodesma (not computer enhanced) between phloem parenchyma 
cells, showing spoke-like extensions (arrowheads) between the des- 
motubule wall (DW) and the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane 
(IPM). PJF. Bar: 12rim. c A computer enhanced view of the neck 
region of a plasmodesma between phloem parenchyma cells, showing 
filamentous connections (arrows) between the central rod particle 
(CRP) and the desmotubule wall (/)IT). PJF. Bar: 7nm 
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